Importance of Park Furnishings
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is more to a playground than simply the
play equipment. In fact, the enjoyment of
playgrounds and parks can be increased
with the proper use of site furnishings.
Site furnishings often help to
increase safety on playgrounds, something that all parents can appreciate.
Fences are often essential to keep playgrounds safe, especially near busy streets
and parking lots. Fences help to keep
children in the play area and out of potential danger. Surrounding environmental
hazards can include creeks, drop offs, and
undeveloped areas that animals might
inhabit. Fences help to eliminate these
risks, especially when you can’t supervise all children at all times.

Site furnishings also help to keep playgrounds enjoyable for all. Trash receptacles and ash urns play key roles in keeping play areas clean. And clean playgrounds mean safer playgrounds. Shade
systems can help to prevent sunburns and
dehydration of your children by giving
them a cool area to rest and relax in the
midst of heavy play. Shade structures can
also help prevent the possible risk of
burns because of overheated play equipment, such as older metal slides. Picnic
tables and benches can also provide a nice
play for children to rest or enjoy a snack.
These furnishings also offer parents and
supervisors a convenient area from which
to watch their children and also be comfortable.
Not only can park furnishings improve
the safety, cleanliness, and overall enjoyment of a playground, they also make the
area more aesthetically pleasing. Because
most furnishings offer complete product
lines, it is easy to coordinate your play
area in both color and design. So remember, site furnishings are an important part
of making your playground and surrounding area fully enjoyable for everyone.
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